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“A 14 per cent reduction in
Victoria’s GSP relative to
previous forecasts is one
scenario from the Victorian
Treasury – COVID – fires –
drought – entirely a result
of the abuse of the environment and the animals that
live in it. Time to wake up”
Peter Hylands.
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Preface

This submission is as a result of a suggestion by Victorian MP Ellen Sandell that we
provide a personal account of our experiences in assisting conservation efforts in
Victoria.

Andrea and Peter Hylands arrived in Australia (Sydney) from Singapore in the early
morning of Christmas day 1974, during the night Cyclone Tracy had destroyed Darwin. Peter was on a two year posting from the international publishing and media
company in which he worked for almost 30 years, producing a vast array of knowledge based content around the globe. This work continues today.

Expat lives can be restricting so the trick is to participate directly, that includes contributing to the countries in which you have responsibility. In 1975 we purchased
our first remote property in tropical North Australia. We purchased our conservation
property in Central Victoria, four years after that. It was that property that became
our long-term home over several decades and an international working lifetime. We
lost the conservation property a few years ago directly through actions of government.

Throughout the time we lived on the property and in its beautiful and very early
Victorian house, there were many incidents that did not assist our conservation work.
Across dozens of serious, sometimes violent and illegal incidents, on each and every
occasion governments attempted to justify what had occurred. Threats were often a
part of that process.
We have selected a few examples that track a pathway to a disaster for us, our businesses and projects and the nature around us, particularly our precious wildlife.

Here we concentrate on the conduct of governments and their agencies and the impact of these things on privately invested conservation activities.
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Note
We make two points – this document has nothing to do with complaints, it is just a
statement of facts and events. We want these matters to be on the public record.

Secondly the property and the events surrounding it are documented in detail. We
spent many (many) thousands of dollars on professional services including lawyers
and accountants to do such things as convert titles from old law to new law, set up
agreements with government concerning any easements dissecting the property
(from the 1860s) so that it could be safeguarded as a cultural and conservation property for the use of future generations and a gateway to the Castlemaine Diggings
National Heritage Park.

Because of the appalling standards of governance applied by the Mount Alexander
Shire with the support of the Victorian Government’s Department of Sustainability
and Environment (now DELWP), in the event all it took is one person to ask if council would put a road through our land – bringing our detractors into the heart of the
property and enabling them to effectively take it over and destroy decades of conservation work and investment. We suggest you read the Wind in the Willows, which has
a number of parallels to our story. There is a profound difference though, there was
no rescue and there was no justice for us, because we loved and respected the ground
beneath our feet.
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Example one: Agent Orange, the
Victorian Government and the Metcalfe
Shire Council
Setting up a wildlife sanctuary in Australia’s State of Victoria, sounds simple, buy
some land, make it a safe place for wildlife, set about planting more trees and creating safe places for animals to nest and breed. Restore a beautiful early colonial house
in its remoteness and in a large forest in the Castlemaine Diggings National Heritage
Park. Become close to the neighbours, the old timers who had lived in the place since
the times of the gold rush. Sounds idyllic.
"They gave us, like, disposable overalls at one stage, but we weren't really made to
wear them. Most of the time over summer we just wore a pair of shorts and gumboots," Lindsay Murnane, a weed sprayer with the department in the late 1970s.

Idyllic, well we were to find otherwise. We go back to the 1970s and early 1980s. The
very first thing that happened was the State Government’s department, then Victorian Crown Lands (Lands Department now DELWP) staff turned up at the edge of our
property and began to spray the vegetation alongside the small track that ran into the
forest and along our fence lines.

Here were a couple of men without any form of protective clothing or face masks, one
driving the ute, one standing on the back of the vehicle amid large drums of chemicals
and, as they drove along, spraying large quantities of the stuff onto the plants and dry
river bed that ran along one side of the dirt track surrounding two sides of our property. It can be windy and in the wind, clouds of the stuff drifted across our property
and towards the house.

We of course tried to stop them, no it is safe, nothing wrong, not poisonous. So there it
was, instant conflict with a government department that should have known better.
Although they would not disclose what they were spraying all over us and our surrounds, themselves and our wildlife, we immediately knew what it was and it was not
difficult to confirm our suspicions. It was indeed the chemicals 2,4,5,T and 2,4-D, the
same concoction of deadly herbicides used in Malaya and Vietnam and sprayed from
aircraft onto tropical rainforests to expose the ‘enemy’ below.

On one occasion, the spraying ‘crew’ stopped to have lunch in the shade of the hedgerow that then ran along the front of the property, they ate their food while effectively
saturated in these chemicals. We did not want our property or its surrounds contaminated by the stuff, nor ourselves, and come to that, nor so the guys spraying this
toxic cocktail with its enduring environmental and health impacts. When it rained the
chemicals would have been washed into the aquifers and water storages.
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Of course the workers were indignant that we did not want them there and so it was
instant conflict. And always at hand, as was to happen countless times over the years
but on different matters, there was a government official to deny there was a problem
here, everything was just fine.
Well we knew a different story.

In their minds the landscape was full of ‘useless scrub’ as they called it, to us it was
something very different. Eventually the spraying crews did go away, but only after
the body of evidence was so overwhelming that the dam walls burst on their denials.
We often wonder about those men and what happened to them, the epigenetics of the
matter may also turn out to be yet another sad story.

Note about government conduct

Given what had occurred to Vietnam veterans the Victorian Government should have
been acutely aware of the dangers of these chemicals. There was however a total disregard for employees tasked to carry out this work (associated with the usual spin),
a total disregard for the environmental consequences and for the people who lived
there.
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Example two: The first road:
Metcalfe Shire Council
Trouble started early, the next disaster, the unannounced digging of a dam on land
that had sadly been subdivided from our property a year before we purchased it, with
bulldozers spreading the removed soil and rock along the boundary of our land (the
land being damaged was public land, now called the Castlemaine Diggings National
Heritage Park which adjoined our property on three sides).
We had never seen so much destruction and in vast scale, vegetation swept away, reptiles, amphibians and other native animals crushed. What had been a bush track very
suitable for vehicles if they needed it, our fence line on one side a creek on the other,
heading south there was a dam, the track turned east before the dam, and crossed the
creek. There was never a problem with using the track or crossing the creek. These
were picturesque places that were part and parcel of our lives. These places now destroyed forever. Above the dam there was a hill with a gold mine shaft at its top. This
was a historical site and we knew there were pioneer graves in the vicinity of the hill,
including a grave from a Chinese pioneer – the bulldozers worked to the top of this
hill, some three hundred meters inside the park.

The comments from the shire engineer and the fire brigade to the Ombudsman staff
were convenient constructs. In the end and after the damage done across a large area
turned to regrowth, this was by the primary plant coloniser since mining times, gorse
– and that was a fire hazard. So what they had used as a defence in their destruction
came to pass. As part of our conservation activities we had extensively removed gorse
by hand and there was no gorse on our property.
There was no warning or consultation. The bulldozers just arrived. It would not have
been difficult to consult us given the scale of what was being done.

We tried to stop it happening of course, we stood in front of bulldozers, no option
really, and we were told if we did not like it we should ‘f... off’ back to where we came
from (a mantra to be often repeated).
We decided to take the matter to the Victorian Ombudsman. We visited the Ombudsman’s office in April of 1981 to discuss the matter. We were not contacted or spoken
to by the Ombudsman again until we received the letter included here.

The Ombudsman did however speak to the individuals responsible for the immense
damage and local politicians were also involved. The contents of the Ombudsman’s
letter are not accurate, they do not in any sense give a correct account of what occurred. Because of our complaint we were subject to more threats and more nuisance.
Everyone sounds remarkably innocent – they were not.
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We will say this – the individuals involved had no understanding that what they had
done was very bad, they had no understanding regarding the idea of consulting people, they had no understanding that if people do not like what you are doing that they
have no right to abuse them and they certainly had no understanding, nor care, about
the impact of their actions on the environment or its amenity.

The consequences of this event on our own land was that the raised level and compacted earth along the wide roadway which had now been formed, once a bush track
– had the effect of damming our land, the lower reaches of the gently slopping land
became water logged to such an extent that the trees we had planted in this section
fell over. The remediation of the land and drainage required substantial work and cost
around one third of what we had paid for the entire property. The action had a significant impact on the early stages of that conservation work.

Note about government conduct

In those days the practice of the Metcalfe Shire was to do something without communicating their intentions and then follow up with threats if residents did not like what
had happened. That is not local government. The conduct of the Victorian Ombudsman was equally unprofessional and prejudicial.
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Example three: Assaults and other
dangers, Victoria Police and the
Mount Alexander Shire
There were a number of shooting incidents over the years, twice very close to taking
Peter’s life, both incidents were similar and at the edge of our garden and a couple of
years apart. These bullets fired directly in line with and towards our house, only tree
trunks in between, incredibly dangerous for Andrea too.

As you would expect, and as senior international professionals, our relationship with
the police (not just in Australia) is usually good. This was not the case in Central
Victoria and with the Castlemaine Police when Peter was assaulted at the edge of our
property. The consequences of that night, as we were left entirely without defence,
was to ultimately lead to the loss of the property, most of our belongings, our businesses and worst of all the wildlife that was so much part of our lives for many decades. The financial cost of this was vast and is still ongoing and would be more than
many of the individuals responsible for this behaviour would earn in a lifetime.

Here was the police response as they looked around our house and at our major Australian art collection now lost to the region. Here their attitudes towards culture and
nature were revealed:

“There is a fine line between shooting and art, some people like shooting and some
people like art. There was no assault….you should stay indoors and close your windows…these guys have been bush bashing all their lives” (one was from Blackburn in
Lancashire)… and on and on it went.

Note about government conduct

This event was about two things, police training and the management of regional
police stations, particularly in matters of governance.

If the government looks it will find plenty of behaviour from the police which is prejudicial, and those attitudes mean that people in regional Victoria who care about the
natural world get little support, even when illegal or dangerous acts are occurring
concerning wildlife. In our case, the police, by trying to help their mates, amplified the
consequences of that night, their actions setting in train a sequence of events, which
led to the loss of our property and we would imagine the destruction of decades of
conservation work (we have never returned).
There is currently a critical issue in Victoria regarding the killing of wildlife, much
of it commercial, close to residences and during the night. The police now behave in
very similar ways to the one in which we were treated.
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Example four: The second road,
the Victorian Government and the
Mount Alexander Shire
Our relationship with the Mount Alexander Shire waxed and waned, mainly depending on leadership (or the lack of it). Some periods were friendly and productive, the
situation hit rock bottom on the appointment of CEO Phil Rowland who did nothing
towards either investigating what was occurring within his council and never once answering our calls. So because of Phil we went straight over the cliff. There were clearly
discussions with the individuals (involved in previous assaults and threats and major
damage to one of our buildings) who had proposed the road. The major instigator was
an individual called Max Ward.
Because there was no consultation with us, other than a couple of letters, one included in this submission, no on ground investigation of the circumstances, no consideration of us as significant investors in the LGA, and absolutely no concern for our
conservation work, the council went ahead with approving the road (which had never
been a road) through the garden behind the main house. In doing so separating the
house from its lands and other buildings. The situation was untenable. This was a
road through our property from one bush track to another, east to west.
These were grim times, and are hard to discuss, the impact on us, particularly our
mental health was severe. Because we were victims here of an ugly crime, we were
totally ignored and in the most cruel of ways.

Despite what the letter from council suggests, (Bruce Lucas, Manger Infrastructure
of 25 November 2011), we have never heard of and never were consulted by Johan
Louw, this claim is entirely false. Nor were we informed about events surrounding the
destruction of the property, nor the council’s intention to build the road. Louw, who
was also responsible for the environment as a director, clearly did not understand
what he and his council were signing off.
Peter received a call from one council staff member on the evening 6 October 2011 –
we had gone by then. We know the time and date because we had sponsored a young
Maasai leader to come to Australia and we were about to begin a talk and show our
Massai films in a lecture hall at Melbourne University. Peter had a brief discussion
(less than one minute) with the council employee (we were on the stage) who’s only
reason for the council wanting to develop the road through the property was –
BECAUSE THEY ASKED. That was it and that was all we ever knew.
Next page: Emmanuel Parsimei, Maasai leader, visits Melbourne.
Emmanuel is a member of the Creative cowboy films Culture Counsel.
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Note about government conduct
The issue here is simply this, the same individual who assaulted Peter and clearly
did not like our conservation work, and from who’s household came the vandals who
seriously damaged one of our historic buildings – the damage was very major and
structural, said he would get the council to f’ us over. The council of course responded very quickly to this and with the compliance of Phil Rowland’s poor management
style, that was the end for us.
The question here is how can this happen in a democratic society? What chance has
nature got under these circumstances? There were no rights for us, even though we
owned the property and associated long-term agreements with government, and
consequently no rights for the nature surrounding us, which we failed because of the
circumstances we describe here.
While all this was going on, and we were half dead by this time, the Victorian Government (we think it was the Department of Human Services) was sending us letters
telling us to be careful if we went outside as winter was coming on.
You have to wonder.

The principle here is that if these issues are not dealt with and continually side
stepped, lied about, and denied. It is very obvious that we lost our conservation property, the patterns on the land will tell our story we tell for a very long time so it cannot
be denied.
Our concern is that others will suffer the same and terrible consequences of bullying,
incompetent management and poor governance in precisely the same way that we
did. We really care about that and want to make sure this does not happen to others.
Protecting nature is central to this idea.
The Victorian Government clearly does not care as it has escalated the destruction
and violence against nature at an unprecedented rate.

The new road was to exit on to this track in the state park.
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The Kangaroos are back: 1994
Looking out through the french doors that ran along the living room walls and onto
the long verandah that surrounded the old colonial gold rush house that was so central to our wildlife property in Victoria, I can remember the first time I saw the joeys
playing on the gently sloping lawn below the house.

The powerful sun was low in the dusty red sky and there, the young animals played in
the evening light, their mothers’ ever vigilant. We watched enthralled as they literally
skipped for joy at being out of the pouch. What a beautiful thing it was and the endless
visitors to the house were equally as enthralled by it all as we were.
Peter had done the usual Friday afternoon trip from Sydney and then driven up from
Melbourne Airport to the property 100 or so kilometers to the north-west of Melbourne. On many such occasions he was accompanied by an international guest, a
colleague or a friend, from some distant land, which of course was totally devoid of
Kangaroos.

That was success, to get the Kangaroos back and give them the safety they needed to
live their lives and develop a mob. It had taken many years to get to this point as Kangaroos were scarce in Central Victoria following the carnage of decades of shooting at
every Kangaroo that hopped past as was the habit back then. Killing these beautiful
animals for commercial purposes was finally banned, by the Victorian Government in
1982, amid of course the usual scandals and dishonesty that surrounds these things.
These were the days when Wedge-tailed Eagles were strung spread eagled along local
fence lines. Today in Victoria the dead Eagles, mostly poisoned today, are hidden.
Many Eagles are now poisoned by the 1080 Kangaroo baits dropped on their land by
the Victorian Government.

These are the totems of Indigenous Victoria, the Eagle and the Kangaroo. To the north
west of Victoria, Warepil, the Wedge-tailed Eagle, represented by Sirius, the brightest
star in the Victorian night sky.
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A sense of place, a sense of history
It sounds odd to say it but beyond the social issues and levels of incompetence surrounding us, we felt at one with our place, its land, its animals, the house we had lived
in for so long. It liked us too.
We were surrounded by layers of history, the colonial past (much discovered during
our renovations and searches of our lands) – in the early days of our living there it
was possible to go for long walks in the bush and discover gold mining sites abandoned before the first world war – untouched by time.

We still have deep connections with tribal peoples around the world and our resonance in this particular place in Central Victoria that was so much part of us also extended deeply to the original people of this place. They were in our hearts and in our
minds. And so it was for the animals, who joined us in profusion.

The house was also the home of a very significant Australian art collection including
some very fine Indigenous art, our collecting started in Arnhem Land in the mid 70s.
The house was also the centre of our film production business at that time, the state
of the arts cultural facilities were destroyed by what occurred. Among the film production was of course a significant series of films made in Australia with our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander friends across the continent. The house was visited by
Aboriginal people of course. So here was a place where we brought Australian nature
and culture into one place of respect. That relationship and the projects still continue
in the centre and the north of Australia today.
It was also the centre of Andrea’s international art practice including all her intellectual property and complex infrastructure, a beautiful studio and all equipment. All of
it linked directly back to the nature of this place. All of it lost in the turmoil.
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Endnote
We lost our conservation property and beautiful early Australian colonial house and
buildings, which we had owned for many decades, as we became targets of people,
some we did not even know, and some within government who enabled the actions.

As our international lives were so integrated with this property, as by then were our
businesses, what was done to us could not have been more disastrous. We won’t go
into the details here other than to say that conservation and caring about what is truly
Australian is a very dangerous and costly game.
This was our keeping house, an intellectual place of creativity, international commerce and research and full of wonderful things collected from around the world. It
was also a meeting place for many because that is what we do, bringing people from
around the world together. And what better way to do that, than amidst the nature of
Australia.
What we built over a working lifetime was destroyed in an instant, erasing our past
and stealing our future.
To this day we do not know the detail of what went on. The walls of silence remain.
Lessons in Australia are never learnt

The lesson is an obvious one and that is when there is population growth, however
small, and urban development in a place, particularly in a peri-urban environment,
the local regulations and laws must take into account the natural history, the biodiversity, of that place. Pushing responsibility of conservation back onto individuals, a
position we found ourselves in with dire results for us, does not work. The solution to
conservation needs to involve all levels of government in Australia.

Our experiences in Central Victoria demonstrated to us, how and why Australia is and
has been so poor in conserving biodiversity. The situation is worse than ever. Our former and beautiful property full of Australian wildlife on which we lavished so much
care and attention is now in the middle of a commercial Kangaroo shooting zone. That
is beyond ground zero, the point we started all those years ago. The pathway we describe in this submission represents a place beyond comprehension, which has nothing to do with modern economic and cultural life.
The disregard for Australian wildlife so evident today across the continent, is in part,
a result of deeply ingrained cultural attitudes that dismiss all those things that existed
on this continent prior to 1788 as being less worthy than anything the colonists have
imported since that time. This admiration for things from elsewhere includes many
introduced species, including farm animals and domestic pets – animals that in some
states and territories are now recognised as being sentient. As wonderful as some of
these animals are, native species are their equal.
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Footnote: Continued rights denied
“In late 2017 Peter rang the office of the Victorian Ombudsman to ask them how he
should proceed with making a complaint about the Victorian Government and its
treatment of Kangaroos, matters of governance in other wildlife / environment matters. Peter immediately received an email rejecting his complaint (a complaint which
he had not made). The officer did not give his name, so then Peter complained about
the way he was treated by them, anonymously and not listening to what Peter had
asked them. They then launched an investigation into themselves and of course were
exonerated by themselves.

Our only concern was to stop the scandal, which was about to evolve regarding the
Victorian Government’s continual endorsement of the commercial trade in wildlife,
involving great cruelty and the mass killing of Kangaroos, leading to significant endangerment of two of the three species involved in the Victorian trade, the killing of
birdlife for sport and the lack of supervision in relation to ATCWs (see Peter’s submission to the inquiry on behalf of the Australian Wildlife Protection Council, of which he
is President).

Added to this there were scandals associated with logging in Victoria, endangering
species and involving the Victorian Government. The depth of the misinformation and
poor standards of governance subsequently revealed in DELWPs own report Kangaroo Pet Food trial Evaluation, reports on logging in Victoria and duck shooting (all
damming) suggest Peter was correct.
These matters were our sole concern and we asked for advice from the Ombudsman
in relation to these – advice, which we did not receive.

The purpose of seeking that advice was so that Peter could set up a formal process
with the Victorian Government that would allow politicians to clearly understand the
depth of the problems surrounding the management of biodiversity in the state, and
the rapidly increasing numbers of Australian animals being killed under a range of
mechanisms, all enabled and administered by its public service.
Peter’s comments regarding the way he was treated by the Ombudsman were blown
entirely out of proportion, diverting the conversation away from the corruption that
was occurring in relation to the commercial trade in Kangaroos and range of other
significant activities destroying biodiversity in the state, and they continued not to
listen to what Peter had said to them. Shades of all the other dealings we have had
previously with government.

It remains clear that wildlife has no voice or access to justice in the mechanisms of
government in this state. This is completely unacceptable and opens wide the opportunities for further corrupt behaviour. We avoid chaos in the democratic world by
making individuals accountable and responsible for their behaviours”.
Peter Hylands, Melbourne
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Dear Mr Hylands
Your request for an internal review
I refer to my email dated 29 November 2017 in which I informed you that I would be
reviewing Daniel Mitchell’s, Investigation Officer, handling of your complaint about
the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning.
Request for an internal review

I understand that your reason for requesting an internal review of your case is as
follows:

That the investigation officer was inappropriate in his dealings with you, including
not providing his full name and being aggressive. That the investigation officer’s view
that the issues you raised were a matter for your local member of parliament was
incorrect and unsupported.
My role in reviewing your case is to assess whether your complaint was handled in
compliance with the Ombudsman’s statutory obligations, and our internal policies
and procedures. I am a senior officer of the Victorian Ombudsman and have not had
prior involvement in your matter.

In reviewing your case, I considered all the material you have provided to this office,
the relevant case notes, correspondence between you and the investigation officer
and the concerns that you outlined when requesting your case be reviewed.

I have now concluded the review and consulted with the Deputy Ombudsman who
agrees with my approach and conclusions. I provide the outcome of the review below.
Assessment
Inappropriate communications by the investigation officer

You raised concerns about the investigation officer’s behaviour, stating that he refused
to give his full name and was aggressive in his call to you.
You then emailed this office on 29 November 2017 stating that you did not think the
matters relating to Mr Mitchell are of consequence and that you did not want matters
of process with Mr Mitchell blown out of proportion. You instead requested that your
comments relating to wildlife and associated conduct by the government to be taken
seriously.
I have listened to the telephone calls between you and Mr Mitchell and I believe that
he acted appropriately. I note that you did not wish to pursue this further, so I have
conducted this review on the basis of your wishes for a review of the merits of your
complaint.
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Our decision not to investigate this matter
You state that you wanted to discuss with the Ombudsman’s office the most effective
way forward on the issues relating to biodiversity and the Victorian Government. In
particular, the issue about macropod propaganda by the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning describing kangaroos as a national pest when they are a
protected species, and the use of kangaroo control methods.
You also raised concerns about duck hunting and the Leadbeater’s Possum habitat
being destroyed by logging.

I can see from the case notes that Mr Mitchell determined that there was no administrative error by the department which would trigger the Ombudsman’s involvement
in this issue. Mr Mitchell instead noted that the issue should be raised with your local
member of parliament, as it may require a change in government policy for your desired outcomes to be achieved.
His decision and reasons were outlined in the letter to you dated 28 November 2017.
The case notes show that the investigation officer clarified your concerns with you
during a telephone conversation.

Having considered your complaint afresh, I agree with the investigation officer’s conclusion that the department did not make an error.
Macropods
All native wildlife in Victoria is protected under the Wildlife Act 1975, and this includes macropod species such as kangaroos.

Part VII of the Wildlife Act 1975 (Vic) states that it is an offence to hunt, take or destroy threatened or protected wildlife unless a person holds a licence or authorisation
that allows the hunting, taking or destroying of such wildlife and that person complies
with the requirements of such a licence or authorisation.
A person can apply to the department for an Authority to Control Wildlife (ATCW)
where wildlife are damaging buildings, pasture, crops or other property; posing a risk
to human health and safety; or are damaging the environment.
There are stringent requirements that must be met in order for the department to issue an ATCW, including providing evidence that non-lethal management methods for
been attempted to try and manage the problem.

Whilst you may disagree with the issuing of an ATCW, this is lawful under the Wildlife
Act 1975 (Vic).

The department also advised you by letter dated 8 June 2017, that it has committed
to undertake a review of the ATCW system. Should this occur, you may wish to make a
submission to the department about your concerns.
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Duck shooting
Regulation 6 of the Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012 (Vic) states that a person may
apply for a game licence to hunt wildlife in Victoria to the Game Management Authority.
Whilst you may disagree with the issuing of game permits, this is lawful under the
Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012 (Vic).

Should you wish to advocate for legislative or policy change by the government in
relation to ATCW’s or game permits, this is a matter for your local member of parliament.

Leadbeater’s Possum
As you mentioned in your correspondence to us, the Leadbeater’s Possum is Victoria’s
faunal emblem and is a threatened species and you query why the possum’s habitat is
being logged.

In 2013, the Leadbeater’s Possum Advisory Group made recommendations to the government to support the recovery of the possum’s population, whilst simultaneously
maintaining a sustainable timber industry. The report can be found here: http://www.
depi.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/258214/Leadbeaters-Possum-Advisory-Group-Recommendation-Report.pdf
The government is implementing the 13 recommendations from this report, and
released the Supporting the Recovery of the Leadbeater’s Possum: Progress Report
December 2016, which highlights the actions taken to address the recommendations.
It can be found here: http://www.vicforests.com.au/static/uploads/files/supporting-the-recovery-of-the-leadbeaters-possum-report-on-progress-wfjziqahqiw.pdf

That you disagree with the government’s policy on these issues does not demonstrate
an error by the department. You have raised issues of broader government policy
which is not part of the Ombudsman’s role to review.
Conclusions
As outlined above, I am satisfied that Mr Mitchell gave proper consideration to your
concerns and reasonably concluded that further enquiries or an investigation into
your complaint were not warranted.

While I acknowledge that you will disagree with our conclusions, we will not be
considering your complaint further. I thank you for bringing your concerns about the
handling of your complaint to our attention. If you have any queries please contact me
on 9613 6270 or via email to
Yours sincerely
Michael Cavendish
Senior Investigation Officer
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Conclusion
As far as we know the Mount Alexander Shire has never built its road, at least that was
the case when we checked a short time ago.
We suggest to the committee to consider Peter Hylands’ submission to this inquiry on
behalf of the Australian Wildlife Protection Council Inc (AWPC) when thinking about
our submission here. The government processes that allow and condemn so many
native animals to die each year are very similar to the processes described in this submission. That number has increased significantly. Why?
The outcomes in both cases are equally unjust.
Under the cover of COVID

Our view has been, since the COVID outbreak began, was that the ultimate consequences of the outbreak and costs associated with it will result into a retreat, particularly given the ideologies of the current Commonwealth Government, away from
progressive changes in the economy. Further damaging climate, the biomes and biodiversity of the continent. This also increases the fragility of the economy.

Andrea and Peter Hylands
20/6/2020
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